but before proceeding farther, it may not be amiss to detail the principal circumstances which led to the appointment of the Commission.
As soon as machinery was generally applied to the manufacture of articles from flax, cotton, and wool, it became obvious, that much of the work which required attention rather than labour might be perfectly well executed by women and children.
Many
were thus employed who would otherwise have been idle, in consequence of machinery having monopolized the work which had formerly been executed in small portions round the cottage hearths of the manufacturing hamlets. The employment then of women and children was at first a decided^blessing to the class employed. The wages earned by the mother and children, united with the gains of the father, enabled them all to fare better, and dress more comfortably, than they^could have done under the old system. The hours of labour were few com- pared with what they afterwards became,?the confinement was more than counterbalanced by shelter from the weather, and the better fare in which they were enabled to indulge, while the pa- and securing their education, we are induced to look upon this clause in an indulgent manner, and to hope the best. We trust that hereafter the page of the history of the manufactures of this country will be unstained by any of those foul and discreditable narratives which have hitherto caused manufacturing enterprise to be associated with scenes of degradation and misery, and which exposed to the execration of the lower orders those individuals to whose ingenuity and capital they were indebted for their subsistence.
